
Audentity Records - ''The Real Soul'' is a must have for all fans of real 90's/00's  Soul 
& Rnb music, it nails exactly that lively and sexy sound you have been waiting for.

With the Smooth Sines, Dreamy Rhodes, RnB Guitars and Melodies for in the 
bedroom or love making songs, this samplepack will surely be a nice addition to your 
collection of vibes within this genre. 

But this samplepack is also usable in a lot more genres then RnB Such as: Pop, Afro, 
House, Soul, Hiphop and Lofi Beats. 

But check this out, because it has that kind of ''real soul'' RnB Vibes which a lot of 
listeners and producers miss from the 90s/00s. So add this to your collection if you 
want to be inspired the way you would have been if you lived in that era.

Inspired by Margues Hueston, Ray J, Anthony hamilton, Chris Brown and others, this 
pack has all the sexy leads and dusty synths, 70's electric keys, funky guitars, pianos 
and rhodes, which will lead you to your next soul and rnb smash.

Everything has been carefully mixed and eq’d for maximal usability and impact, just 
drop the loops in your DAW or sampler and start producing your new track. You can 
even edit and chop the loops to make them even more unique.

In detail, you can expect 519mb of content with all audio at 24Bit & 48KHZ.

The pack contains Electric & Acoustic Guitar and Guitar Combined Loops, Rhodes & 
Piano Loops, Mixed Synth and Keys Loops.

All loops are key and BPM labelled for maximal flexibily.

Note: Drum Samples in the demo are not included

The Pack contains:

98 loops, divided into

Pure Synth Loops

Guitar Loops

Rnb & Soul guitar loops

Lofi and Rnb Piano loops

Combined loops of synth, keys and guitar

Total Number Of Files: 98

48khz / 24 bit
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